BODYSHAPING MAGAZINE
INSPIRED BY THE ELEGANCE OF BURLESQUE.
THE NEW M-DECO® BURLESQUE PROGRAM BRINGS
A SPECIAL FINESSE TO FASHION.

M-DECO® BURLESQUE

ELEGANCE WITH CERTAIN SOMETHING

Dita von Teese, Cher or Christina Aguilera - Burlesque has found huge recognition
in pop culture over the last years. The new Burlesque Style moved stripping and
dancing from filthy clubs to the stages of renowned theaters all over the world.
Burlesque is not only about getting nude, it is based on the special eroticism of the
elegance, beauty and especially the costumes of the performing “Diva” - or
Vamp?
Got yet inspired by the love for detail, obscure color and
mysterious veils of georgette fabrics?
Createur for the love line of M-DECO® BURLESQUE with a
wide range of imaginations is Mrs. Esther Lorber.
Add that taste of eroticism and gothic myth to lingerie and
day to day fashion.

CUSTOM-MADE DECORATIONS AND PERSONALIZED SELECTIONS
The world of ARTDECO is a vast field of fantasy and experience. Think of all the materials, the production techniques, the
trends and the colors. The MUEHLMEIER M-DECO® team can adapt to your specific needs - even in smaller quantities.
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Please contact Mrs. Andrea Schröpf, +49 9635 9219-29 schroepf@muehlmeier.eu

PRODUCTS & TECHNOLOGY

WITH LAYERING EFFECT.

3D textures, layering of different filigree materials create a slight impression of movement. Although some of
the accessories look slightly voluminous, they are light and transparent by
organza and tulle. Chiffon and satin
can build colorful bridges to flowers,
ribbons and closings.

ARTDECO

M-DECO® 3D-OPTIC

Ask the ARTDECO-Team about so much
more ideas, that surely match your requirements.

M-DECO® WINTER FOG

IN DISGUISE

Think of a snowy, foggy winter day
and the white color that seems to
soften a whole landscape. This is the
concept behind the Winter Fog Collection, which contains metal, leather
and velours with a soft touch and different nuances of white and aquarelle
colors. It generates awesome effects
on all kinds of accessories.
CONCEPT COLLECTIONS
The MUEHLMEIER expertise derives
from decades of experience and sophisticated trend scouting. His customized
oﬀer centers around the presentation
of a SET CONCEPT of decorative elements. The “ready set” for your new
model-line’s DECO-CONCEPT - if you
want. Check it out!

M-DECO® SWIM-WEAR

Refined and attractive. The Artdeco for swimwear features innovative
closures and slight forms with a lot of
new detail. Whether it is metal, plastic,
mother of pearl, rhinestone... swimwear and active wear are pre-destined
for highlighting with exotic and sexy
details.
GOT CURIOUS? SEE IT ALL!
MUEHLMEIER ARTDECO-Collections at
the big fairs: Paris Interfiliere, Milano Unica, Paris Modamont, Munich fabric start
Ask for your representative, see
the collection on the web-page:
www.muehlmeier.eu
In any case contact: Mrs. Anja Korte
+49 9635 9219 28, korte@muehlmeier.eu
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